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EDITO
My name is Camille and I run @silklinebalance. I
always wanted to have a place where our passions can
be shared and known worldwide. 10 years ago, this
community wasn't what it is today. We were just a few,
and nothing was available online -yet. When I now see
our huge community, the different practices on
differents apparatus, it makes me so glad, so happy.
Aerial is a beautiful sport for the mind and for the
body. It deserves to be known across the world, and
we deserve to have a common place where we can
share our experiences, our tips, our moves,
sequences, and a lot more.

After launching the YT Challenges worldwide for us to
connect between ourselves and know each other, I
just woke up one day with this beautiful idea of a
Magazine, where every aerial yogi could be
represented, could share everything related to aerial.
A common space, our sphere. I want this magazine to
represent our upside down world. Our crazyness but
also our journeys. Whether you are a student or a
teacher, I want this magazine to be your moment  of
pleasure. I want you to learn new things, I want for us
to have a strong connection between each other. I
want us to uplift this sport, this passion, across the
world.

I really hope you will enjoy this magazine, that you will
share it with your friends, your partners, whoever
might be interested. It's a lot of work, but I truly think
that WE deserve it. Let's spread our passion
worldwide. Let's know each other. 

Lots of Love, 
Camille.

https://www.instagram.com/silklinebalance/


FLASH ON :  
@AERIALYOGALIFE

W H E N  W A S  T H E  D A Y  Y O U
K N E W  Y O U  W A N T E D  T O
B E C O M E  A N  A E R I A L  Y O G A
T E A C H E R  ?

When we decided to move to the US for Lenny’s work is
when I first decided I wanted to take my Aerial Yoga
career more seriously and create opportunities to share
my passion and knowledge for aerial yoga in the US. 
This is when I enrolled and completed my Aerial Yoga
Teacher Training with Ulu Yoga in Koh Phangan in 2018.

When we arrived in Austin, TX in 2019, I was inspired by
the vibrant yoga community and decided to complete
my Yoga Teacher Training with Black Swan Yoga, to
further increase my skill set and complement my aerial
yoga teaching with the complimentary skills and
philosophies of yoga.

C A N  Y O U  I N T R O D U C E
Y O U R S E L F  ?

I’m Jess! I’m from Qld, Australia, and am currently
living in Austin, Texas with my husband, Lenny, and
our Goldendoodle pup, Albus. I started practicing
on the Aerial Silk Hammock consistently when we
lived in Chiang Mai, Thailand in 2017 with my
teacher Kru Two Fairy (BIG shout out to my Chiang
Mai Yoga Fly family!! I LOVE YOU!). 

I noticed as I traveled and took classes around the
world that if the aerial yoga class was too
challenging for beginners, that there would be a lot
of lost lamb faces in the room and they were more
likely to not come back. I also noticed the
incredible passion and close-knit family
connections that would be made for the students
that pushed through and got addicted to the
practice. 

Because I was traveling a lot, I really missed my
aerial practice when I didn’t have access to a studio
and found that if and when I did practice by myself,
I started to plateau and get bored repeating the
same poses and sequences over and over. I started
the Aerial Yoga Life IG as I was searching and
sharing the inspiration from other people I found
on IG. 

This is when I originally started plotting out my
idea to create an organised video platform that
would serve as foundational knowledge for
beginners to refer back to when practicing by
themselves outside of class time, because this is
the service that I wanted for myself. I knew I wasn’t
alone because my IG was organically blowing up by
itself with lots of comments like “I wish I could do
this!”.

This baby idea has now transformed into a 30 Day
Course called Aerial Yoga Life that teaches
beginners how to practice aerial yoga from home
with daily, progressive video classes. It also
includes an organised 80 Pose Video Tutorial
Library, 6 x Workshop Series where I break down
and work on a new technique and skill each month
PLUS I go live every week with a full 60 minute
class. I want to create the most supportive and safe
environment for Aerial Yoga students.

https://twofairyyoga.com/
http://www.instagram.com/aerialyogalife/
https://www.aerialyogalife.com/
https://www.aerialyogalife.com/


W H A T  I S  Y O U R  M E A L
B E F O R E  A N D  A F T E R  A N
A E R I A L  Y O G A  C L A S S ?

I love variety in my food, so I don’t have a go-to
meal for before and after an aerial yoga class. At
the moment I would have something like a Buddha
bowl or an egg salad wrap an hour or so before
class, then maybe have something light (like sweet
potato toast with avocado, cream cheese and
tomato) an hour or so after class. Depending on
the time of day and how busy I am during the day! I
also try to consciously drink more water than usual
throughout the days I am exercising more whether
that’s yoga, aerial or the gym.

W H A T  I S  T H E  P O S T U R E
Y O U  P R E F E R  T O  T E A C H ,
W H Y ?  W H A T  I S  T H E
P O S T U R E  Y O U  H A T E  T O
T E A C H  A N D  W H Y ?

I love to teach postures that flow together well and
are more beginner-friendly, or I can break them
down into chunks so that the pose can become
more memorable and attainable. My most recent
favorite pose that I actually learned in Grace’s
aerial yoga class at Ying Yoga ATX  is a pose I call
“Restorative Batman”.

I don’t like to teach advanced wraps or drops
because they usually don’t feel very good on my
body and it’s so easy to get it wrong or hurt
yourself.

W H A T  I S  T H E  T H I N G  Y O U
W I L L  K E E P  I N  M I N D
F R O M  Y O U R  T E A C H E R
T R A I N I N G ?

From my Aerial Yoga Teacher Training with Ulu
Yoga, I started to learn the beginnings of how to
sequence an aerial yoga class (and how far I had to
go with my own self-confidence). I also learnt that
anyone can create an Aerial Yoga Teacher Training
course and anyone can become an Aerial Yoga
Teacher, which is a double-edged sword. I
personally bawled my eyes out when I got my AYTT
certification because I wanted it so bad and was so
proud of myself for achieving the certificate. BUT I
had years of aerial and yoga experience to back up
my certification, whereas a lot of others (not all)
had hardly any experience on the hammock, so did
not have confidence in being able to teach after
the training. So I learnt that there are a lot of Aerial
Yoga qualified teachers who are needing help and
support to continue being better teachers for their
students.

From my Yoga Teacher Training, I learnt so much
more than I could simply write here. The biggest
things I keep in mind from this training is proper
alignment, how to cue clearly, how to sequence
poses strategically and how to breathe during
movement.

W H A T  I S  T H E  W E I R D E S T
Q U E S T I O N  A  S T U D E N T
H A S  A S K E D  Y O U ?

Can I still do aerial yoga with a cast boot? (the
answer is probably best not to or you might
risk reinjuring yourself)
I can’t do backward inversions, what front
inversions can I do? (This has been asked a
couple of different times from students who
have a back injury or balancing issues. The
answer is doing inversions like Hip Hang and
Bumblebee and playing with a low hammock
setting).

I think all questions are valid.. Some are harder to
answer then others lol. 2 questions come to mind.



C A N  Y O U  S H A R E  A
P R A C T I C A L  A E R I A L  Y O G I
T I P  T O  I N T E G R A T E  I N T O
Y O U R  D A I L Y  L I F E  ?

Sure! Slower is Faster! Taking things slowly will
build a better understanding of your body and the
movement you're asking it to do. I also recommend
asking for help when you need to! And know that
starting is the hardest part. So get on your
hammock or mat every day for an achievable
amount of time like 5-10 minutes. Make it as easy
as possible :) 

T O  F I N I S H ,  D O  Y O U
H A V E  A N Y T H I N G  Y O U
W A N T  T O  S H A R E  W I T H
O U R  C O M M U N I T Y  ?

I would love to share my 45 minute training
webinar that gives an overview of my teaching
style, philosophies and the Aerial Yoga Life 30 Day
Course for Beginners.

W H A T  A R E  Y O U R
U P C O M I N G  P R O J E C T S ?

I am launching a FREE 30 Day Morning Ritual
Youtube Series on January 1st 2021! You can
subscribe to my Youtube Channel to get notified
when these videos are released! The theme for this
series is “Embrace Your Light”, and we will be doing
a 10 minute flow as we focus on a different theme
each day :)

I’m also putting together a daily email schedule for
this project where you will receive a PDF Pose
Guide of that day's sequence which you can sign
up for here.

https://event.webinarjam.com/register/1/y1opxiq
https://www.aerialyogalife.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCTt-czFaTBJwbXxHhgrESmg


FLEXIBILITY EXERCISES
WITH AN AERIAL HAMMOCK

STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTION
- Keep legs parallel and hip-width apart, hands hold the hammock shoulder-width
apart.
- Stretch arms forward and warm up the wrists by turning them up and down, keep
the chest parallel to the floor, and abdominals engaged. 
- Curve the spine and roll all the way up and extend forward again (x 5-10 times).
- Bend elbows next to the head, extend the arms and lift up chest, relax chest down
and roll all the way up (x 5-10).
- Swing core from side to side and keep arms straight.
- From a straight position extend the arms at the side by bringing one arm overhead
to get into a side bend, repeat to the other side (x 6)

By Mariam @aerialyogamariam

S P I N E  S T R E T C H  A N D  M O B I L I T Y
R O U T I N E

Click on the image to see the video

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wt8SWS9msyTwPQkwf7DMRuL3TedJb7GT/view?usp=sharing
https://www.instagram.com/aerialyogamariam/


STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTION
- From a standing position behind the hammock, place one knee in and grab the
hammock with straight arms.
- Transfer the weight forward and push the pelvis forward ( x 5- 10)
- Hold the last position and bring one arm in front of the knee and calf, twist the
core, and lift the other arm up toward the sky.
- Return to the center and change the arm by placing it outside the knee, twist the
core again. 
- Return at the center and extend the lego on the hammock, do a forward fold
towards the knee. From this position curve the spine and roll all the way up and
repeat five times.
- Hold the forward fold.
- Roll all the way up and let the leg swing at the side while keeping the pelvis stable.
- Stay at the center and twist your upper body toward the leg that is lifted.

W A R M  U P  A N D  S T R E T C H I N G  F O R  H I P S
A N D  H A M S T R I N G S

Click on the image to see the video

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DP6b-95WL5odW3ZrS0Us4n2W4OqRODUD/view?usp=sharing


Click on the image to see the video

STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTION
- Keep the leg straight in the hammock and grab up high with the hands. Let the pelvis
go forward with straight legs preparing for a split. Go as far as you can with control.
- Return at the center and turn the bottom foot at the side and the upper leg to face
the ceiling, bend the bottom leg and get into a single leg plié squat with
the bottom foot and knee slightly turned out (x 10)
- Bring the pelvis a bit lower to get into a deeper stretch on hips and adductors. Place
hands on the floor or on blocks and try to walk with the hands to extend the legs and
get into a middle split.
- Turn your body towards the bottom leg and get into a high lunge with the back leg in
the hammock.
- Bend the back knee and place one hand on the floor. Lift the other arm and do five
circles from the shoulder. Twist your core and change side.
- Get into a three-legged dog and swing the leg that is in the hammock by rotating
from the hip (x 10).
- Transfer the weight forward on the hands, relax the pelvis down and open the chest
to get into an upward facing dog, return back to the three-legged dog (x 5-10).
 - Bring both legs into the hammock and get into a plank or pike, hold for 10 seconds.
- Place knee on the floor and extend arms forward.
- Slowly roll up and bend the leg that is in the hammock. 
- Twist core and try to reach for the foot or the hammock. 
- Support yourself on the knee that is on the floor and reach the arms all the way up to
try and reach for the hammock. Go as deep as you feel comfortable.  
- Release and relax arms on the floor, stretch forward.

S P L I T S  P R E P A R A T I O N

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mU8MU5NbSbpKvbP0EmvxT0k_EKhgtTVM/view?usp=sharing


Click on the image to see the video

STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTION
- Step on the floor and keep the back leg in the hammock. Get into a forward fold and
kick up with the back leg to get into a standing split (x5-10).
- Walk back with the hands slowly and bring pelvis lower to get into a split, return to
the forward fold and kick up the back leg again into a standing split. Repeat 5 times.
- Stay in the forward fold and swing the leg that is in the hammock rotating from the
hip (x5-10).
- Return at the center and bend both knees, lift arms overhead and try to reach
for the hammock, optionally you can get into a deeper backbend by reaching the head
towards the foot. 
- Keep holding the hammock and extend and bend the front leg. (x 5-10).
- Get into a straight position and extend the bottom leg. Pull the back leg up to
get into  Dancer's pose. Try to extend the arms or pull the leg more towards the head.
Play with the pose.
- Return at the center and place fingers facing in the hammock and thumb out. Extend
the front leg and slowly press the pelvis back and return to the center ( x5). On the last
repetition try to push the back heel away from the glute.
- At the end of the sequence you can optionally add a fun flip. Keep fingers in the
hammock and drop shoulders forward, keep arms extended, and bring head towards
the knee. Pull with the arms and allow your body to turn. The free leg will lock in the
hammock and the locked foot will release.

G E T  D E E P E R  I N T O  Y O U R  S P L I T S

 ENJOY !!! :)

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NrdJIcSjGCo9Mi9BHvMvKyQZ1O_gr6y8/view?usp=sharing


FLEXIBILITY WARM-UP
FOR FLYING SPLITS
Written by Jardine Ong @yogawithjardine

BEFORE DOING FLYING SPLITS ON MY TRAPEZE, I NORMALLY DO THE FOLLOWING SEQUENCE THAT WARMS
UP MY BODY TO EASILY DO IT WITHOUT CAUSING MUCH STRAIN TO MY BODY. IF YOU HAVEN'T TRIED ANY
OF THESE POSES, I SUGGEST YOU TRY A POSE A DAY AND SEE HOW YOU GET ON BEFORE MOVING ON TO
THE NEXT.
FIND THE AUDIO GUIDES HERE 

D A Y  1
 L U N G E S

D A Y  2  
D A N C E R  P O S E

 V A R I A T I O N

D A Y  3  
W I D E - A N G L E

D A Y   4
S T A N D I N G

S P L I T S

D A Y  5  
F L Y I N G  S P L I T S

ENJOY THE GUIDED AUDIOS FOR EACH POSE :) 

LET US KNOW HOW IT GOES!

https://www.instagram.com/yogawithjardine/
https://www.yogawithjardine.com/giftaudioyogatrapeze
https://www.yogawithjardine.com/giftaudioyogatrapeze


H O W  T O  E N T E R  T H E
C H A L L E N G E

Post your daily pictures or videos on
Instagram, following that schedule :

Day 1 : Show us where are you from
Day 2 : Show us your favorite
country
Day 3 : Show us the country you've
travelled to and hope to come back
Day 4 : Show us the country that is
on the top of your list to visit
Day 5 : Show us a famous cliché
from your country !

Hosts:
@silklinebalance
@aerialyogamagazine
@aerial.yoga.girl
@acaciajadeyoga
@succulentaerialyogi
@dirlywirly

Sponsors will be announced on IG,
stay alert ! 

 WIN 
AN

AERIAL
HAMMOCK

CHALLENGE OF
THE MONTH
D A T E S :  1 5 - 2 0 T H  J A N U A R Y
T H E M E  :  S H O W  U S  Y O U R  C U L T U R E

To have a chance to win one of
the prizes be sure to : 

1- Follow all hosts and sponsors

2- Tag all hosts and sponsors in
your pictures/videos/stories and 
 use the hashtag
#aerialshowyourculture

3- Repost this flyer on your story
or feed

4- Tag some friends to join us

5- Set your profile to public so we
can see your posts

6-Show some love to the other
participants and sponsors <3



EXERCISES FOR BACK
FLEXIBILITY
Written by Soledad Riviera @aerialyoga_sanisidro

THIS IS SOLE FROM ARGENTINA. A DANCER, AN AEROYOGA TEACHER, AND A PERSON WHO ALWAYS LOVED TO MOVE
AND FOUND PEACE, CALMNESS, AND JOIN IN THE MOVEMENT. SHE CONSIDERS FLEXIBILITY ESSENTIAL FOR TOTAL

BODY HEALTH AND AS IMPORTANT AS MUSIC FOR A DANCE CLASS.

Knowing that "flexibility is the ability of a joint or series of joints to
move through an unrestricted, pain-free range of motion",  I
decided to focus last year on expanding that joint mobility. 
As the degree of flexibility is influenced by muscles and connective
tissues, like ligaments and tendons, stretching is a form of exercise
to increase flexibility. 2020 found me studying yoga and flexibility
and improving my passion for aerial, focusing on my back mobility.
That is when I realized that different Yoga postures, Yoga Flow, and
Aerial poses were on my way to provide me what I was really
looking for; not precisely to be a contortionist but to move my back
in every direction feeling comfortable, minding the welfare of my
spine and it's health.

YOGA POSTURES 
Cat/Cow/No: (what does it mean "No"?) 
You start breathing in from Cat pose and move on to Cow
pose breathing out. Continue saying "no" with your head
trying to reach your right hip breathing in, moving to the
opposite side (say no to the left) breathing out. 

YOGA FLOW
Circular Flow: Cat breathing in, saying "no" to left, cow
breathing out, saying "no" to right.

https://www.instagram.com/aerialyoga_sanisidro/


AEROYOGA EXERCISE 1 (Hammock only set up)
Make a half turn on the hammock (knee height) and
lay on the floor with ankles on it. With straight legs,
focus on lifting your back, starting from the coccyx,
and moving up to the sacrum, lumbar and thoracic as
you breathe in. Once almost all the body is on air, lift
your arms over your head and keep the pose as you
breathe out. Start coming down vertebrae at a time as
you breathe in once again, pressing each part of your
back against the floor. There's a variation as you are
up where you can move your hips to a side feeling the
twist on your back. 

AEROYOGA EXERCISE 2 
(Hammock only set up) 
Complete Bridge + OysterSeated in the
hammock, start with knees bent, lean back
while holding onto the trapeze and as you
lower into inversion, reach your arms to grab
your ankles, squeeze your shoulders together,
and with straight arms open your chest and
heart. After drawing a challenging but
comfortable bow, observe how your full back
arches breathing in and out. Putting yourself
up (using your hands), move to the seated
position but put both legs in and do a forward
fold. Continue by bending your knees and rest
in an Oyster posture breathing in and out.

HOPE YOU CAN FIND A SWEET MASSAGE AS YOU ARCH, BEND, TWIST AND MOVE TO THE SIDES OF YOUR BACK

EXPANDING ITS MOBILITY AND IMPROVING ITS FLEXIBILITY. 



SHOULDER MOBILITY
SEQUENCE

Written by Aggeliki Giannouli @angel_giannouli_yoga

Click on the image to see the video

B I O G R A P H Y

S H O U L D E R  M O B I L I T Y  F L O W

MY NAME IS GIANNOULI ANGELIKI AND I COME FROM GREECE. WHEN I WAS A CHILD I WAS AN ATHLETE IN
ARTISTIC GYMNASTICS AND I HAVE WON MANY NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS. I HAVE STUDIED ECONOMICS
AND I HAVE WORKED AS AN EMPLOYEE. AFTER THE BIRTH OF MY CHILDREN, MY PASSION FOR MOVEMENT

AND FITNESS LED TO YOGA . I AM YOGA VINYASA TEACHER 200H AND AERIAL YOGA. I ENJOY MY PRACTICE TO
YOGA AND AERIAL YOGA EVERY DAY AN THAT MAKES ME TO FIND MORE WAYS TO BE STRONG AND FLEXIBLE.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1137nbDImgKnfac436NLOlGOB9_o73554/view?usp=sharing
https://www.instagram.com/angel_giannouli_yoga/


I n t r o d u c t i o n
In the first edition of this magazine
we featured an article on the
origins of this unique form of yoga
titled “An Unclear History – aerial
yoga, yoga swing & yoga trapeze
origins”.  

During the process of writing this
piece I reached out to the
wonderful Antonio ‘Tone’
Cardenas the founder of the “Yoga
Swing”, now known as the “Omni
Gym” who shed so much more
light on this subject that it
deserved its own article.

Tone is a physical therapist
specialising in neck and back pain
designing and inventing his “Yoga
Swing”, the one with multiple
handles, in the early 2000s for
a wide range of users be it children
as young as 3-years old to folks
even in their 90s. 

Due to the way it was designed by
Tone it means such a wide variety
of people can use it from fitness
enthusiasts such as adept yogis,
martial artists or MMA fighters to
the weak and infirm who need a
gentle rehab device that offers
many supported options
for the stretching & strengthening
of weak or injured muscles and
joints. 

"TONE
QUICKLY
REALIZED 

AND
EXPERIENCED

THE 
BENEFITS OF
INVERSIONS"

Its key feature, function and
application by design is the
Inversion Therapy element
especially for spinal health – i.e.
neck and back care, its prevention
and its speedy rehabilitation –
mainly thanks to Tone’s prior
knowledge and background in this
area.  Contrast this to the other
type of aerial yoga a.k.a. Anti-
Gravity that due to its lack of
handles and straps often requires
greater strength and flexibility for
many manoeuvres and you can
see why Tone thinks this
alternative appeals more to a
narrower often younger crowd of
yogis and gymnast.

IN THE WORDS OF THE
CREATOR
Written By Marc Cross @thehangoutyoga

An addition to the origins story

In  the Beginning to now
1999, a guy going by the name of
Yogi Zen was visiting the Big Bend
Hot Spring in California that was a
studio Tone was managing at the
time.  During this visit Tone
observed Yogi Zen hanging from a
bed sheet tied with ropes from a
tree branch and gave it a go
himself. Tone quickly realised and
experienced the benefits of
inversions this way, but also given
his knowledge knew that it could
be difficult for some people to
come back upright especially
those with back pain. 

https://www.instagram.com/thehangoutyoga/


So Tone improvised his first rough
prototype of the swing with two
roped handles that one could then
grab onto while fully inverted to
pull themselves upright into a
seated position more easily. Over
the next couple years this evolved
into the adding of 2-more short
handles overhead and two longer
handles.

www.hangoutyoga.co.uk
Photography: Tone on a yoga swing prototype on the California coast.  

Courtesy of yogaswings.com

"TO AID
PEOPLE ON
THEIR YOGA
JOURNEY

AND
IMPROVE
THEIR

QUALITY 
OF LIFE"

After launching the original
website for his first incarnation of
the yoga swing model made of
cotton with rope handles in 2001
and producing batches in a very
limited scale Tone decided to try
marketing it at the Yoga Expo in LA
in the Summer of 2003.  Steve
Schirripa from the Sopranos was
at this event doing a segment for
The Tonight Show with Jay Leno
and gave the yoga swing a try with
the hilarious clip later airing on the
show itself boosting the devices
popularity.   Also in 2003 having
moved to Bali Yogi Zen contacted
Tone about selling the yoga swing
and aiding in its manufacturing. 
 Moving manufacturing to Bali
allowed production to be scaled
up to meet demand with much
larger batches being produced
that replaced the roped handles
with fabric strapped handles as
well as switching the material from
cotton to colourful parachute
nylon thus becoming the Original
Yoga Swing.

Tone further helped us clarify the
conclusion that we had already
reached in our original article that
the Yoga Trapeze, Gravotonics and
many other brands out there are
pretty much reproductions
of the Original Yoga Swing Tone
launched in 2003.  Possibly as a way
of getting around Tone’s
patent these reproductions do not
sell or include the pull-up bar & 3-
sping trapeze components he
invented – ironic given the fact that
the word trapeze features
in the name of one of his
competitors Yoga Trapeze especially
when it does not have this feature.  
 
However, from talking with Tone it
does not appear that he holds any
animosity towards the other brands
and in true yoga form is very laid
back just wanting to aid people on
their yoga journey and improve their
quality of life especially when it
comes to their spinal health and
rehabilitation from injury.  Other
details about Tone can be found on
his website at the following page:
https://www.yogaswings.com/about/

According to Tone it was a year or
so later that Yogi Zen then decided
to launched his own website
named Gravotonics to sell
a version of the yoga swing while
still acting as Tone’s agent to
handle manufacturing and
shipment of yoga swings to the US
and rest of the world.

Having initially only featured four
handles eventually Gravotonics
adopted Tone’s design in full of six
handles and to this day their
version is pretty much identical to
the original model that was made
with the help of Yogi Zen but
virtually no modifications or
updates to the device.  Whereas
Tone has since invented two other
models that come with additional
improvements such as foam
padding being sewn into the
sling saddle itself and height
adjusting loops in the middle
handles straps.

https://www.hangoutyoga.co.uk/
http://yogaswings.com/
https://www.yogaswings.com/about/


GENTLE FLEXIBILITY FLOW

FIND YOUR SEAT 
1. Stand right under & behind  your trapeze
2. Bring your elbows against the sides of your
trapeze
3. Push down on your sling behind you, thumbs
inside, fingers out
4. Stand on your toes & slide the trapeze right
under you to sit

LOTUS
1. Face the side of your trapeze
2. Sit  down with your knees to your sides
3. Place your right foot on top of your left thigh,
left foot on top of your right thigh

BACK DIVE 
1. Find your seat
2. Hold on to the sides of the trapeze to lean
back
3. Drop your head, arms parallel to the ground
4. Engage & stretch out your legs

Written by Jardine Ong @yogawithjardine

TO SET UP FOR YOUR GENTLE FLEXIBILITY FLOW, DO SOME WARM-UPS TO AVOID INJURIES 
& KEEP YOUR TRAPEZE AT BELLY BUTTON LEVEL :) 

https://www.instagram.com/yogawithjardine/


FORWARD FOLD 
1. Bring yourself back up
2. Hold on to the straps
3. Walk your hands down to fold forward
4. Forehead down to your shins

STAND UP
1. Step on your long straps
2. Grab hold of your high handles
3. Pull yourself to stand
4. Elbows close to your sides

FLYING LUNGES
1. Bend your knee to the right
2. Internally rotate your left thigh
3. Bring yourself as low as possible

WHEEL
1. Release your legs, toes to the ground
2. Grab hold of your ankles



SEE YOU UP IN THE AIR :)

SHARE YOUR SESSION WITH US ON IG !

FLYING YOGI
1. Grab your middle handles
2. Bend one knee to the ground
3. Foot to the inside of your opposite leg
4. Stretch out your arms to the sides

WIDE ANGLE
1. Open your legs to the sides
2. Pull your straps towards you or away to
control the stretch

FLYING SPLIT
1. From the lunge pose, stretch out the bent
knee
2. Use your arms to control the stretch of the
split

STAFF
1. Grab the sides of your long straps
2. Rest your back on the trapeze
3. Stretch your legs forward
4. Tuck your elbows to your sides



INSIGHTS
G E T  A  B E T T E R  U N D E R S T A N D I N G  

O F  A E R I A L  Y O G A  P O S E S  E A C H  M O N T H

The Superwoman Pose : 
The funniest pose expected in each class !!
In this position, we strengthen arms, legs,

buttocks, and abs. In addition, balance and
strength are also exercised. 

Energetically, we work the throat chakra, also
known as Vishuda, the center of communication

of personal expression, associated with
intellect, creativity, the ability to make decisions,  

and listening. So, looking at the satisfaction
faces of practitioners when they manage to

"fly", it can be said that this pose helps to
increase self-esteem or, as the Irish playwright

Oscar Wilde said: "loving yourself is the
beginning of a romance for life ”. 

Written by Silvia Escarra @silviaescarra.aeris 

Superwoman pose variation:  
The ideal alignment of this aerial pose is placing the

body parallel to the ground, tensing and working
most of the muscles of our body, from the short

and long extensors of the toes to twins, quadriceps,
adductors, hamstrings, and glutes, passing through
the entire abdominal and core. At the same time,
the arms should form an angle of 180 degrees in

the opposite direction. By aligning the upper limbs,
we help maintain the stability of our body and also
make it easier to open the rib cage. As a result of

this work of expanding the thorax, we activate and
open the chakra of the heart (Anahata). This fourth
chakra is related to the functioning of the immune

system and the pumping of the heart. When it
works well, it serves as a warning to detect threats

and examine them before accepting them. It can be
said to act as a sieve and allow you to see if the
threat may have an affinity with your body and

therefore access the body. You know how, when,
and how much to let someone into your life and

how to harmonize relationships. 

https://www.instagram.com/aerialyogawarrior
https://www.instagram.com/silviaescarra.aeris/
https://www.instagram.com/silviaescarra.aeris/


AERIAL YOGA
 EXPERIENCES

S T U D E N T  S I D E

Experience from being an Aerial Yoga Student,
Bernhard (38 years, Munich/Germany)

I have started my Aerial Yoga journey in February
2020. I have been exercising normal yoga since many
years before and was always struggling with some
asanas like the handstand. A friend of mine has been
telling me about Aerial Yoga and that is where my
love for the hammock started. 

In the beginning I was struggling as I needed to give
up the control and trust that the hammock can carry
my body. It took me some weeks to fully rely on my
partner- the hammock, to believe in myself.
Aerial Yoga gives me the opportunity to let go and
being carried at the same time. 

The hammock gives me the support to push myself
to explore boundaries. I can put my body into
positions, I would never get into otherwise. I truly
enjoy the flying, but also the possibility to strengthen
my power and muscles. 

By practicing Aerial Yoga, I can use the hammock in
order to work my arms (flamingo asana), my legs, but
also my mind.  One of my favorite positions is the
butterfly and the relaxing moments during
Shavasana.

Written by  Markus Mayer & Bernhard @markus_aerialyoga

https://www.instagram.com/aerialyogawarrior
https://www.instagram.com/markus_aerialyoga/


AERIAL YOGA
 EXPERIENCES

T E A C H E R  S I D E

Experience from being an Aerial Yoga Teacher,
Markus (42 years old)

I have been practicing Hatha Yoga for a long time
already and have finished in 2014 a training teacher
course in India. I had my first Aerial Yoga contact and
experience in 2017 in Cambodia. 

I fell in love with Aerial Yoga and wanted to enable
other students to explore the hammock. I have
therefore done a DANA Aerial Yoga teacher course in
March 2019. One core element is of course the safety
of my students. My profession as a teacher is to
teach the practice in a sensible way. The structured
and purposeful AERIAL YOGA methodology gives me
security and ease for instructing my students. 
Over the years you grow as an instructor, as you get
to know many students, with different aspirations
and individual goals. I start normally every class with
a spiritual chanting mantra for relaxation. Afterward,
I instruct my students to do body exercises (asanas).
Each class finishes with a final relaxation, Shavasana.
This repeating structure creates confidence among
the students. I help them to find their own roots
before they begin to fly. My goal is to enable students
to experience the hammock at their own paste. In
the end, many of my students have said about Aerial
Yoga, that it feels like returning to 
mama´s belly and to feel safe again and happier.
With the current pandemic situation, I have started
offering online Aerial Yoga classes for small groups.
This was challenging in the beginning, but it is still a
great way to stay connected with the students and to
enable “Me time” moments for the students at home. 

Written by  Markus Mayer & Bernhard @markus_aerialyoga

Facebook :  Markus Aerial  Yoga Munich 

Facebook :   Day Room Munich 

https://www.instagram.com/aerialyogawarrior
https://www.instagram.com/markus_aerialyoga/
https://www.facebook.com/markusaerialyogamunich
https://www.facebook.com/markusaerialyogamunich
https://www.facebook.com/DAYRoomMunichMarkuss


AERIAL YOGA 
MAP 

F I N D  A E R I A L  S T U D I O S  &  O N L I N E  C L A S S E S
W O R L D W I D E

EUROPE

Belgium
@jadeyoga.belgium
Jadeyoga.be 
Roeselare
www.jadeyoga.be

Recentrez-vous
Grand’rue 26, 
6760 Virton
www.recentrez-vous.be

Cyprus 
@diamanto.k
Little Diamonds Aerial & Dance
Studio - Paphos, Cyprus
Facebook

England
@thehangoutyoga
The Lodge Studio - London
FORM Studio - London
www.hangoutyoga.co.uk

@cliftonskyyoga
Clift On Sky Yoga Studio - Bristol
www.cliftonskyyoga.co.uk

@njherbert_njhealth
Nicola Herbert - Prestbury,
Cheshire

@katinafarrar20
New Forest Yoga Trapeze -
Lymington
Book a class

Balaguer

Canary Islands & Tenerife

Italy
@yogaflyonair
Yogaflyonair - Napoli
www.yogaflyonair.com

Portugal
@doubliefit_porto
Double Fit Studio - Porto
www.doublefit.pt

@deckfoz
Deck Foz
125, Corte Real St. 
Oporto

Lithuania 
@camiyoga.lt
CamiYoga
Kaunas (city
)www.camiyoga.lt

Spain :

@ikigai.ioga
Ikigai
Passeig de l'Estacio 12, altell 1
www.ikigaibalaguer.cat

WE fly aerial yoga and bungee fitness
www.aerialhammockyoga.com

Switzerland : 
@christinefurler
Aerial Yoga by Christine Furler
www.christinefurler.com

Paris

Reunion Island

Segny

Tours

France

@creasanaparis
Espace Creasana Paris
4 rue Lecomte du Nouy
75016 Paris
www.creadanse.net

Aerial Vinyasa Yoga
2 Allée des Lataniers, 
Piton Saint-Leu
www.aerialvinyasayoga.net

Code barre
501 Route Blanche
Website / Facebook
 

@yoga.aerien.tours
Yoga Aerien Tours
Facebook

Germany
@go_ramona_
Feel Good Studio - Leipzig
www.deepconversations.net

Greece
@physiopaideiafitcult
Physiopadeia - Ayia Paraskevi
Facebook

https://jadeyoga.be/
http://www.recentrez-vous.be/
https://www.facebook.com/aerialflowyogainPaphos/
http://www.hangoutyoga.co.uk/
https://www.cliftonskyyoga.co.uk/
https://newforestyogatrapze.myfitnessclass.com/classes
http://www.yogaflyonair.com/
http://www.doublefit.pt/
http://www.camiyoga.lt/
http://www.ikigaibalaguer.cat/
http://www.aerialhammockyoga.com/
http://www.christinefurler.com/
http://www.creadanse.net/
http://www.aerialvinyasayoga.net/
http://www.codebarre.org/
https://www.facebook.com/codebarre.poledance/?ref=page_internal
https://m.facebook.com/yogaaerientours/
http://www.deepconversations.net/
https://www.facebook.com/physiopaideiafitcult/


ASIA

@pole.heart_studio
Pole Heart Studio
Rm 1202, Kimberland Centre, 55
Wing Hong Street, Lai Chi
KokHong Kong, Hong Kong
Facebook

OCEANIA

Australia
@lifeyogagoulburn
Life Yoga Goulburn - Goulburn,
New South Wales

@movementhalo
Movement Halo - Adelaide

California

New Jersey

Pennsylvania

Illinois

NORTH AMERICA

USA

@aerial_yoga - San Diego
www.galaxylifestyle.com

@themojotechnique
The Mojo Technique - East Bay
www.themojotechnique.com

@ginaflys
Stars Body Studio - Old Bridge
www.starsbodystudio.com

@spiritualaerialist
YogaLab
Emmaus

River Bend Yoga
202 State Street Alton,62002
Facebook

Want your studio to be listed in our Aerial Yoga Map ?
Send us an email aerialyogamagazine@gmail.com

SOUTH AMERICA

Chile
@alma.lab.cl
@cototita_yoga.alma
Alma Lab 
Santiago do Chile

@aerialyogavuelos
Aerial Yoga Vuelos 
Viña del Mar 
Facebook 

Argentina
@aeroyoga_sanisidro
Aeroyoga San Isidro
Buenos Aires

First Online Aerial Yoga School

CamiyogAIr

ONLINE CLASSES

@aeroyoga_rf
www.aeroyoga.online/kurs

Youtube: CamiyogAir
Insta: @camiyogair
www.camiyogair.com

https://www.facebook.com/pages/category/Yoga-Studio/Pole-Heart-Studio-104554121227951/
http://www.doublefit.pt/
http://www.themojotechnique.com/
http://www.starsbodystudio.com/
http://www.facebook.com/RiverbendYoga
https://www.facebook.com/aerialyogavueloschile/
https://www.facebook.com/aerialyogavueloschile/
http://www.aeroyoga.online/kurs
http://www.camiyogair.com/


AERIAL YOGA
MAG' FAMILY
A E R I A L  Y O G I S  W O R L D W I D E

T H A N K  Y O U  !

Want to be part of the Family?
Follow us on IG and share your pictures/videos using @aerialyogamagazine or #aerialyogamagazine

Send us an email with your IG to aerialyogamagazine@gmail.com to add it to this page

@thehangoutyoga

@vaggio04

@antonio_0028

@aerialyogawarrior

@sewalk8@markus_aerialyoga

@lynnmekdachi

@njherbert_njhealth

@alderly_yoga_trapeze

@airyogagirl

@aeroyoga_sanisidro

@psyogielaine

@silklinebalance

@yogawithjardine

@silviaescarra.aeris

@sillyyogagirl

@aerialyogamariam

@siriamallamo

@clod.pilatesdance

@tarnimek

@tarnimee 


